Maryland Product Photography
Name: _______________________________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________________________
Please describe the products you want to have photographed:

How many products need to be imaged?
_________________
Do any of the products require more than one image or view (e.g., front and back view)?
___

Yes

___

No

How many products require additional views?

What size are the products? (If size varies, please explain below.)
Small ≤ 6 inches
Medium 6-12 inches
Large >12 inches
Equipment (>3 feet)

Please explain if product sizes vary:
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What do you want for the background of the images? (If necessary, please elaborate in the
following item.)
___

White

___

White with reflection below

___

Black

___

Black with reflection below

Explain any variations or particulars concerning the backgrounds you need:

It is typical for products to be photographed from a angle slightly above to show dimensionality.
How will you want them photographed?
___

From an angle slightly above

___

From straight on

Are your products reflective in any way (e.g., glass, foil lettering, glossy surface, metallic)?
___

Yes

___

No

How many items are reflective and what is the nature of the reflectivity?

How do you intend to use the finished images? (e.g, web site, advertising – local or national,
print)

What aspect ratio will the finished images need to be?
___

Square (Amazon or similar)
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___

2x3

___

4x5

___

Other: ________________________

What size in pixels do you need your finished images to be on the long side?
__________________________
Is it important that your product be in sharp focus from front to back? (More expensive)
___

Yes

___

No

Do you need any 360º or 180º animations (product rotating on a turntable)
___

Yes

___

No

Where will the photography need to be done?
___

In studio (I will ship or deliver)

___

On location (more costly)

If you will ship your products to the studio, will you provide a return shipping label, or should
return shipping be included in your final invoice?
___

Return is not necessary. Please discard after imaging.

___

Return label will be provided

___

Please invoice for return shipping

If the photography must be done on location, please explain where and other details:

Please explain any other particulars about that will help the photographer develop an accurate
estimate.
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